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Greetings
Dear Heguru Families,
Warmly greetings from us,
Time just flew by and we are all
already in the month of June.
The new mid school year has
begun and we all in the right
momentum to still teach and
develop our child’s learning
capacity.
Remember, this golden
moment of age; we don’t
race with anyone to see how
quickly a child can achieve
something.
But rather, this short window of time; they need to learn and develop
at the right pace for them. We from Heguru Academy are rigorously
trained and equipped to apply all materials and curriculum that is
important for child’s brain stimulation. We hope that your child first
education will lay a strong learning foundation that will help him/her
for the rest of their live.
We truly value your support and participation in your child’s learning
journey; and here’s our Newsletter with an essence of our program,
method, curriculum that you can abreast too.
God Bless Us. Stay safe and stay healthy.
Warmest regards,
Mr. Suryanto Lim
Principal Heguru Academy
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Class Information

Infant and Toddler Class
(0-3 yo)

Pre-school 1 Class
(4-5 yo)

This age group is when children’s
brains develop the quickest and are at
their most absorptive; the ideal time
to start with Right Brain Development.
In Heguru’s Infant & Toddler Classes,
we have developed our own unique
programme to ensure that our
students excel in their futures,
whatever subjects or fields they
decide to go into.

Pre-school 2 Class
(>5 yo)

The time to train the Left Brain as
well as the Right Brain
To think for oneself and strengthen
one’s comprehension and adaptability
skills, it is important to train the Left
Brain at the same time.

HEGURU
CLASS

When preschoolers reach 5 and 6 years
old their workload increases
significantly,
And so their lesson times become
longer.

Pre-natal Class

Strengthen the bond between mother
and child by communicating with your
unborn baby.
Having parents talk to their unborn
babies in a relaxed setting and
manner is good for the babies’ state
of mind, which in turn allows the
mother herself to have a happy and
uncomplicated delivery.
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Do you find yourself endlessly repeating a request to your child, only to
receive no response at all? Exasperated, your request morphs into
constant nagging until finally you resort to “If you don’t do what I say
now the consequences will be dire!” Nobody ends up feeling great
about themselves and the cycle merely continues.
Put yourself in
your child’s shoes
for a moment. Just
like you, they have
their own
preoccupations,
concerns and
priorities. Think
about it – would
you like to be
interrupted in the
middle of a
favorite activity,
your concentration
broken, your sense
of enjoyment
shattered,
because someone
intrudes into your
space demanding
you do something
there and then?
Children pass through numerous milestones as they develop. They are
bombarded continuously with millions of stimuli; there’s a great deal to
take in. When they blank out and switch off, or if they need extensive
coaxing to move from time to time, it’s hardly surprising!

a r t i c l e
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What sort of language do you
use when speaking with your
child?
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Is your tone authoritative and
demanding, tolerant or indulgent?
When you ask your child to do
something is it really necessary at that
moment or is it more about your need
for control? And how do you react to
certain behaviors in your child? Do you
mete out punishment if they do not
listen? Or are you exceedingly liberal?

1.

Positive communication

Do you find yourself shouting at your child from another
room – “Turn off the TV!”- Instead of going up to him, getting
down to his level to gain his attention and modelling the
positive communication you would like in return? Try doing
this next time.
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2. Let all expectations be known
Calmly state your expectations from the outset, keeping
explanations short and simple, using one or two-word
reminders later if necessary. “Teeth please!” With some simple
routines and clear instructions in place, given time, your child
will understand what’s expected of him.
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3. State the facts and offer other options
Empower your child with facts and realistic options that allow
her to make independent choices that lead to positive learning
experiences, rather than unattainable goals. For example, if the
bedtime routine is bath – teeth cleaning – story time, but your
child repeatedly wants to skip straight to the story, offer her a
choice that she can reasonably figure out herself. “Ok, you
don’t have to bathe or clean your teeth tonight, but that means
no story too. Or you can enjoy the story as soon as you’ve had a
bath and cleaned your teeth.
What would you like to do?”

4. It goes both ways
Good communication is a two-way process. Stop what you are
doing when your child talks to you and listen to what he has to
say. Model good listening if you want him to do the same! If
you want to communicate better with your child it may mean
changing tack.
As you find an approach that results in a greater balance of
mutual listening and talking, you’ll find you gain the rewards of
mutual trust and respect in the process.
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Birthday of the Month

Justin R Santoso
28-June-2017
Aldrich
16-June-2017

Abigail Wiraatmadja
20-June-2019

Keira Allysia Pui
16-June-2015

Jovael Chrysander Harja
12-June-2016

George Emilio Herman
10-June-2012
Seanna Krichelle Anggatha
17-June-2017

Gareth Liam Setiawan
23-June-2018
Kayla Muljadi
15-June-2019
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Materials Knowledge

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
What do you think about learning a foreign language in the early
age? Is it confused a child or it is benefial for him? In Heguru we study many
languages besides English because we believe introducing foreign languages
in the early age is a part of brain stimulation. Based on the research, children
who study different languages show a better focus and attention. Besides,
they are good in sosialize and comunicating with others. It also build children’s
confidence where ever they stand. By understanding different languages,
children will acquire new cultures. It helps them to be more respect to each
other.
In Heguru’s class, we use flash card and song to deliver a foreign
language to the students. Some of you learn French, Spanish, Chinese, or
Japanese through words flash card in the class. So, there are some tips to
learn languages using flashcard:
1.
Input by flipping the word cards
2.
Say it out loud in a clear pronunciation
3.
Ask the child to choose and take the word cards
4.
Ask the child to say the words
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Calendar of the Month
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Dates to Remember
1 JUNE

PANCASILA DAY

16,26 JUNE

PROMO ALL DAY

EVERY SATURDAY is
WEEKLY ZOOM WEBINAR for parents to introduce about
Heguru method
*please confirm with Administrator for Reservation
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